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0. Introduction 
\Ve consider some generalizations of the following relations: 
(0.1) V- v-2 00 2 00 if rp(x) = - J f (t) cos xt dt, then f(x) = - J rp(t) cos xt dt; 
:It 0 :It 0 
(0.2) if rp(x)= 1 /~ r f(t) sin xtdt, then f(x) = 1 /~ r rp(t) sin xtdt; Y:no Y:no 
1 00 1 00 
if rp(x) = ,;- J f(t) etxt dt, then f(x) = ,rc;- J rp(t) e-txt dt; 
y 2:n 0 y 2:n -00 
(0.3) 
1 00 1 00 
if rp(x) = ,;- J f(t)etxt dt, then f(x) = ,;- J rp(t) e-ixt dt. 
y 2:n -00 y 2:n -00 
(0.4) 
These relations are valid only if certain conditions are satisfied. The 
transforms considered in these formulae are called the Fourier cosine 
transform, the Fourier sine transform, the one-sided Fourier transform 
and the two-sided Fourier transform. If in (0.3) and (0.4) we replace 
rp(x) by</>( -ix), we obtain the one-sided and two-sided Laplace transform. 
(0.1), (0.2) and (0.3) can be derived from (0.4). The theorems about 
these transforms are of two kinds: theorems in which the infinite integrals 
are convergent in the ordinary sense and theorems in which the infinite 
integrals are replaced by limits in the mean of proper integrals. The latter 
theorems are introduced by Plancherel. 
Generalizations of (0.1) and (0.2) have been given by Watson. Several 
inversion theorems for these Watson transforms are known (cf. [3], ch. 8). 
In the following pages we consider analogous generalizations of (0.3) and 
(0.4). The known theorems concerning Watson transforms can be derived 
from the inversion theorems for these transforms. 
The theory of the transforms in (0.1)-(0.4) also contains theorems 
about classes of functions which are mapped 1-1 onto each other by 
means of these transforms. Such theorems can be derived also for gener-
alizations of (0.1)-(0.4). Here the case of the one-sided transforms is the 
most difficult. For the one-sided Laplace transforms there is a theorem 
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of PALEY and WIENER on this subject (cf. [2] p. 8, [3] p. 128, [1] Kap. 12, 
§ 1, § 2). This theorem is generalized in section 5. Also an inversion formula 
of PALEY and WIENER for the one-sided Laplace transform (cf. [2] p. 39 
and [1fp!. 440) 'can· be extended (section 7). · · ' 
The first and second· commu:nication ileal with the 2'z-theory for 
integral transforms. In a third communication ordinary convergence 
theorems will be given. Further special cases of the integral transforms, 
such as the MEIJER transforms (cf. [4] and [5]), will be considered then. 
1. Notations and theorems about Fourier and Mellin transforms. 
,_.' : ' . 
Functions which are equal to each other almost e"\7erywhere will be 
identified. 
If a<b, a and b finite or infinite, then 2'2(a, b) or 2'2(a<x<b) denotes 
the class of functions f(x) for which s~ lf(x)l2dx exists. 
2'2(!-i oo, !+i oo) is the class of functions f(s) defined for Res=! 
and s:uch that, f(!+ix):E 2'2( -oo<x<oo). 
If f(a, x) E 2'2( _:_oo<x<oo) for sufficiently large values of a, and if 
there exists a function f(x) such that 
. . I 
o6 
lim f lf(x)-f(a, x)! 2dx=0, 
a-+oo -oo 
then we write 
f(x) = l.i.m. f(a, x). 
·a-+oo 
Then the function f(x) is determined uniquely and belongs to 2'2(- oo, oo ). 
Analogous definitions will ·be used with 2'2(- oo < x < oo) replaced by 
.fl12( 0 < x < oo) or 2'2( f '-c:ioo, ! + ioo ). In these cases we add ·to the expression 
LLm. f(a, x): l.i.m: in 2'2(0, oo)' or l.i.in. in $2(!-'-ioo, f+ioo). Instead 
a~pq. , . , 1 , , . 
of a,-+ oo ,we ~ay ftlso have a -+ ao, a {. ao or a_ t ao . 
.Jl~ ,den,otefj th.e cl~ss of functions h(z) defined and analytic for Imz>O 
a:r;t?- su9h th.at J':'oo l,h(x+iy)l~dx exists jf y> O,,and such that this integral 
h~s. It,~ ~pper, bCjnmd indepen~ent of y. 1 , . • . 
I.~ is kp.own (~f. [3] p. 125) that if h(z). E J:12, then there exists a boundary 
function h(x) defined for real X such. that 
(1.1) . ' l.i.m;' h(x+iy) =h(x), 
1/~0 
and 
(1.2) . 'lim h(i+iy) =h(x) 
y}O 
for almost all :real values of x. Hence J:12 is essentially the same as the 
following cl!tSs · H'll of functions~ H 2 is the class of functions h(z) defined 
for·Im z;;;;,O, '•analytic for Im z>O with f':'oo !h(x+iy)J2dx existing for 
y:;;;,O and having ari upper bound independent of y, whereas further (1.1) 
holds and (1.2) holds for almost all real values of x. 
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So, if the class H2 in a theorem occurs, this theorem may be reformulated 
with H2. 
In the following powers will have the principal value. Further, if in a, 
formula the signs ± or =r= occur, then we assume that the upper signs 
and also the lower signs belong together. 
For the sake of convenience we quote some theorems on Fourier and 
Mellin transforms which will be used frequently in the following. 
Theorem A (of PLANCHEREL, [3) p. 69). Iff (x) E 2 2( -oo, oo), then 
the F2-transform (Fourier transform) F(x) of f(x) exists: 
(1.3) F(x) = l.i.m. 1 J f(y) eixy dy. 
a-;.oo V2n -n 
For almost all real values of x we have 
(1.4) 
Further f(x) is the 
(1.5) 
whereas 
(1.6) 
d l oo eixy_ 1 
F(x) = -d v- f f(y) . dy. 
x 2n -oo ~y 
F-2-transform of F(x): 
. l a f(x) = l.I.m. v- s F(y) e-ixYdy, 
a-;.oo 2n -a 
d l oo e-iXY-1 f(x) = --== J F(y) --. - dy dxV2n -oo -~y 
for almost all real values of x. 
Theorem B (PALEY and WIENER [2) p. 8, [3] p. 128, [l) Kap. 12, § 1). 
If F(z) E H 2, then the F-2-transform f(x) of F(x) (x real), defined by (1.5) 
or (1.6), exists. Then f(x) = 0 if x < 0, f(x) E 22(0, oo), and F(x) (x real) is 
the F-2-transform of f(x): 
( 1.3') F(x) = l.i.m. 11 { f(y) eixy dy 
a_,.oo J 2n o 
if x is real. Further 
(1.4') d l 
00 eixy -1 
F(x) =--== J f(y) -. -dy 
dx V2n o ~y 
for almost all real val1~es of x and also for all x with Im x > 0, whereas 
(1. 7) 
if Im z>O. 
F(z) = - 1- J f(x) eizx dx V2; 0 
Conversely, if f(x) E 2 2(0, oo), then F(z) defined by (1.7) if Im z>O, 
or (1.4') if Im x> 0, and (1.3') or (1.4') for real values of x, is a function 
in H2. By means of these transforms 22(0, oo) is mapped 1-l onto H 2. 
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Theorem C (cf. [3] pp. 94, 95). If f(x) E 22(0, =),then the M2-transform 
(Mellin transform) of f(x) defined by 
a 
(1.8) F(s) = l.i.m. J f(x) xs-1 dx 
a-+ oo 1/a 
(l.i.m. in 2 2(i-i =, i+i =)), exists for Re s=t. Conversely, f(x) is the 
M'--2-transform of F(s): 
(1.9) 1 HiT f(x) = l.i.m. 2""""' J F(s) x-s ds 
T-+oo nt !-iT 
(l.i.m. in 22(0, =)), and 
(1.10) "' 1 t+ioo ds J f(y)dy = -. J F(s) x1-s-
0 2m !-ioo 1-s 
for all non-negative values of x and 
d 1 Hioo ds (l.ll) f(x)=- -. J F(s) x1-s_ 
dx 2m i-ioo 1-s 
for almost all positive values of x. 
If f(x) E 2 2(0, =) and g(x) E 22(0, =), if F(s) and G(s) are their M 2-
transforms (Re s=t) and if a>O, then 
(1.12) 
oo 1 !+ioo J f(ax) g(x) dx = -2 . J F(s) G(1- s) a-s ds 
o nt !-ioo 
where both integrals exist (formula of Parseval). 
If there is given a function F(s) E 22(!-i =, t+i =), then the M-2_ 
transform defined by (1.9) exists, f(x) E 22(0, =) and (1.10), (l.ll) and 
( 1.8) hold. 
2. Generalization of the one-sided Fourier transform. 
Theorem l. Suppose K+(s), K-(s), H+(s) and H-(s) are bounded 
measurable functions on Re s = t and 
(2.1) 
if Re s=i· Let lc1 (± x) /± x and h1(± x)f± x be the M-2-transform of 
K±(s)/(1-s) and H±(s)/(1-s): 
(2.2) 1 HiT d kl(±x)=±xl.i.m.-2 . J K±(s)x-s_s_ 
T-+oo nt!-iT 1-S 
and 
(2.3) . 1 HiT ds h1(±x)=±xl.I.m.-2 . J H±(s)x-s-1 -
T-+oo nt t-iT -S 
(l.i.m. in 2 2(0, =)) if x>O. Suppose f(x) E 2 2(0, =). 
Then g(x) defined by 
d 00 (2.4) g(x) = -d S lc1(xy) f(y) y-1 dy, 
X 0 
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exists for almost all real values of x, g(x) E .9"2(- ex>, ex>) and 
(2.5) d co f(x) = dx _t hl(xy) g(y) y-1 dy 
for almost all positive values of x. 
Remark 1. (2.4) and (2.5) may be replaced by 
" co 
'(2.4') S g(y) dy = S k1(xy) f(y) y-1 dy 
0 0 
for all real x, and 
" co (2.5') S f(y) dy= S h1(xy) g(y) y-1 dy 
0 -co 
if x;;;.O. 
Remark 2. (2.2) and (2.3) may be replaced by 
(2.2') 
and 
(2.3') 
d 1 Hico 
k1(±x)=±x--. S K±(s)(1-s)-2x1-sds, dx 2:n~ !-ioo 
d 1 Hico 
h1(±x)=±x--. S H±(s)(1-s)-2x1-sds 
dx 2.m i-ico 
for almost all positive values of x. 
Remark 3. Condition (2.1) in theorem 1 may be replaced by 
co 
(2.6) S h1(xu) k1(yu) u-2 du= min (x, y) if x>O, y>O. 
-co 
Proof of theorem 1. Denote the M2-transform of f(x) by F(s). 
Then F(s) E ,9"2(!-i ex>, !+i ex>) (theorem C). As K±(s) is bounded and 
measurable on Res=!, now also the function G±(s) defined by 
(2.7) 
belongs to ,9"2(!-i ex>, !+i ex>). So G±(s) is the M2-transform of a function 
g(± x) (x>O) which belongs to ,9"2(0<x<cx:>) (theorem C). Further if 
x;;;.O 
(2.8) " 1 Hico K±(S) S g(±y)dy= -2 . S -1- F(1-s) xl-s ds. 
0 :n;~ l-ico - S 
Because K±(s) is a bounded measurable function on Res=! the function 
K±(s)/(1-s) belongs to ,9"2(!-icx::>, t+icx:>). ThereforeK±(s)/(1-s) is the M2-
transform of a function k1(± x)f ± x belonging to ,9"2(0<x<cx:>). From 
(2.8) and (1.12) we now deduce 
:1: 00 S g(± y) dy= S k1(± xy) f(y) (± y)-1 dy, 
0 0 
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if x;;;. 0, and so (2.4') holds for all real values of x. This implies (2.4} for 
almost all real values of x. 
From (2.7) and (2.1} we deduce 
(2.9) 
So by (1.10) 
"' 1 i+ioo {H (8) H (8) } (2.10) J f(y)dy= -2 . J -1+ G+(1-8)+ ---G-(1-s) xl-sd8 
o :rn l-ioo -8 1-8 
if x;;;.O. 
Now H±(8)/(1-8) belongs to 22(~-i oo, !+ioo) becauseH±(8) is a bounded 
measurable function on Re 8 = ~· Consequently the M -2-transform of 
H ±( 8) f ( 1 - 8) exists. If we denote this transform by h1 ( ± x) f ± x, then 
h1(± x)f± x E 2 2(0, oo) and (2.3} holds (cf. theorem C). Now we may 
apply the formula of Parseval to the righthand side of (2.10}. Then we 
obtain (2.5') for x;;;. 0. Finally (2.5') implies (2.5) for almost all positive 
values of x. 
Proof of the remarks. Remark 1 has been proved above. Remark2 
follows from theorem C. So there remains to prove remark 3. 
From the formula of Parseval (1.12) we deduce 
00 1 ·~ ~ J h1(xu) k1(yu)u-2du= -2 . J H+(8)K+(1-8)xl-sys (1 ) 0 n~ t-ioo 8 -8 
and 
oo 1 t~oo ~ J h1(-xu)k1(-yu)u-2du= -2 . J H-(8)K-(1-8)xl-sys (1 ) 
o n~ t-ioo 8 -8 
if x>O, y>O. Hence 
(2.11) ) 
00 du J h1(xu) k1(yu) 2 = 
-00 u 
1 l+ioo xl-s ys 
= -2 . J {H+(8)K+(1-8)+H-(8)K-(1-8)} (1 - )d8 n~ t-ioo 8 8 
if x>O, y>O. 
Further 
(2.12) 1 t+ioo 1-s s -2 . J x Y d8=min (x, y) if x>O, y>O. 
m t-ioo 8(1-8) 
This can be proved by bending the contour to the left resp. right if 
yfx;;;. 1 resp. yfx< 1 and then applying the theorem of residues. 
So, if (2.1) holds, then by (2,11) and (2.12) also (2.6) holds. Conversely 
if (2.6} holds, then by (2.11} and (2.12) the M-2-transform of 
{H+(8) K+(1-8) +H-(8) K-(1-8) -1} /8(1-8} 
is equal to zero. From theorem C (1.8) now (2.1) follows on Re 8 = ~· 
This proves remark 3. 
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Theorem 2. Suppose the assumptions of theorem I are satisfied. Let 
(2.I3) 
d 00 dy d 00 dy 
gk(x) = -d S k1(xy) f(y)-, gh(x) = -d S h1(xy) f(y) -. 
Xo y Xo y 
Then 
(2.I4) 
and 
(2.I5) 
(2.I6) 
where 
(2.I7) 
00 00 
J gk(x) gh(x) dx= J f2(x) dx 
-00 0 
00 00 
S lgk(x)l 2 dx<,c1 J if(x)/ 2 dx, 
-00 0 
00 00 
J Jgh(x)l 2 dx<,c2 J I f(x)J 2dx, 
-oo o 
{ c1=max {!K+(s)/2+ IK-(s)/ 2} on Re s=i, 
c2=max {!H+(s)/2+ !H-(s)/2} on Re s=i. 
Proof. It is easily seen (cf. the proof of theorem I) that the M 2-
transform of gk(± x) and gh(± x) is K±(s)F(I-s) and H±(s)F(I-s) 
respectively. So by (l.I2) and (2.I) 
00 00 
J gk(x) gh(x) dx = J {gk(x) gh(x) + gk(- x) gh(- x)} dx = 
-oo 0 
I i+ioo 
= 2ni t-L { K+(s) F(I- s) H +(I-s) F(s) + IL(s) F(I-s) H -(I-s) F(s)} ds 
I l+ioo oo 
= -2 . J F(s)F(I-s) ds= J f2(x) dx. n~ t-ioo o 
From (1.8) it may be deduced that the M 2-transform of f(x) and gk(± x) 
is equal to F(I-s) and F(s)K±(I-s) where a bar denotes the complex 
conjugate. Using (I.I2) and (2.I7), we obtain 
00 00 
S lgk(x)l 2 dx= S {gk(x) gk(x)+gk( -x) gk( -x)} dx= 
-00 0 
I l+ioo 
= -2 . S {K+(s)F(I-s) K+(s)F(I-s)+K-(s)F(I-s)K-(s)F(I-s)}ds<, n~ t-ioo 
c1 oo cl i+ioo _ oo _ 
< -2 J JF(i-it)J 2dt= -2 . J F(s)F(s)ds=cd f(x)f(x) dx. 
n -oo n~ t-ioo o 
Now (2.I5) follows. Analogously (2.I6) can be proved. 
3. A convergence theorem for the transform (2.4). 
In this section we prove the following analogue of a theorem of HARDY 
and TITCHMARSH ([3) p. 227). 
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Theorem 3. Suppose H ±(s) and K±(s) satisfy the conditions of theorem l. 
Let .ht(x) and kt(x) be defined as in theorem l. Assume moreover that h1(x) 
and kt(x) are integrals of h(x) and k(x), and that [x[-th1(x) and [x[-tkl(x) 
are bounded on the real x-axis. 
Suppose tp(x) E Jl'2(0, oo) and 
" (3.1) f(x) = S tp(y) dyfx 
0 
if X> 0. 
Then g(x) defined by 
00 
(3.2) g(x) = J k(xy) f(y) dy, 
0 
exists for every real x, and 
00 
(3.3) f(x) = S h(xy) g(y) dy 
-oo 
for every positive x. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the theorem of Hardy 
and Titchmarsh. 
If x > 0, o > 0 and L1 > 0, then 
(3.4) / k(±xy) f(y) dy= [kl(±xy) f(y)J.1- t kl(±xy) yf'(y) dy. 
o ±x 6 o ±xy 
Now xf'(x)=tp(x)-x-lJ~tp(y)dy. So, if F 1(s) is the M 2-transform of 
tp(x), then Fl(s)-Ft(s)/(1-s) is the M 2-transform of xf'(x) (cf. (1.10)). 
Because F1(s)- Fl(s)/(1-s) E 2'2(!-i oo, !+i oo), the function xf'(x) 
belongs to Jl'2(0, oo) (cf. theorem C). Further the M2-transform of 
k1(± x)j ± x is K±(s)/(1-s). So by the formula of Parseval (1.12) 
) J kl( ± xy) yf'(y) dy= ~ tyoo K±(s) { Ft(1-s)- Fl(l-s)} x-s.l!!_ 0 ±xy 2m '-ioo s l-s (3.5) ~ 1 Hioo ds 
=--. J K±(s)F1(l-s)x-8-. 2:n;~ i-ioo S 
Hence the last integral in (3.4) tends to a limit if o -), 0 and L1 ---+ oo. Further 
by Schwarz's inequality 
"' " [f(x)[ <;x-1{ J [tp(y)[2 dy. J dy}t=O(x-t) 
0 0 
as x-), 0 and 
X co ro 
[f(x)[<x-1 J [tp(y)[dy+x-l{J [tp(y)[2dy· J dy}t=O(x-t) 
0 X 0 
as x ---+ oo by choosing first X and then x. From this and the boundedness 
of [x[-ik1(x) on the real axis, we infer that the term between brackets 
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in (3.4) tends to zero as <5 .J, 0 and Ll --+ oo. So the integral in (3.2) exists, 
and by (3.4) and (3.5) 
(3.6) 1 Hioo ds g(±x)=-2 . f K±(s)F1(1-s)x-s-. n~ t-ioo 8 
Now let V'(± x)(x>O) be the M-2-transform of K±(s)F1(1-s) (the last 
function belongs to 2 2(!-ioo, !+ioo) in view of the properties of K±(s)). 
Then 1p(x) E !£'2(0, oo) and further (cf. the proof of theorem 1 or (1.12)) 
(3.7) d 00 dy V'(x) = dx J k1(xy) cp(y) y" 
It is easily seen that 1/(1-s) is the M2-transform of the function tt(x) 
which is equal to 0 if O<x< 1 and to x-1 if x> 1. 
From (1.12) and (3.6) it now follows that 
oo oo ±oo 
(3.8) g( ± x) = f 1p( ± xy) tt(Y) dy = f 1p( ± xy) y-1 dy = f 1p(y) y-1 dy 
0 1 ±x 
if x > 0. Further 
(3.9) 
as x .J, 0 by choosing first X and then x. 
Now 
J [h (±x ) JJ 1 Ll (3.10) f h(±xy) g(±y) dy= 1 ± y g(±y) -- f h1(±xy) g'(±y) dy. 
o X o X o 
In view of (3. 9) and the boundedness of [x[-!h1(x) on the real x-axis the 
term between brackets in (3.10) tends to zero as <5 t 0 and Ll --+ oo. Further 
by (3.8) 
j j 
(3.11) f h1( ± xy) g'( ± y) dy= ~ f h1(± xy) 'II'(± y) y-1dy. 
0 0 
Now according to (3.7) and theorem 1 (cf. (2.5')) we have 
'" 00 (3.12) f cp(y) dy= f h1(xy) 1p(y) y-1 dy. 
0 -oo 
Consequently the last integral in (3.11) and (3.10) tends to a limit if 
b t 0 and Ll--+ oo and so by (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.1) 
00 '" f h(xy) g(y) dy = x-1 f cp(y) dy = f(x). 
-00 0 
This completes the proof. 
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4. On the class H2. 
In section 5 we prove a generalization of theorem B. The proof rests 
on a theorem about the class H 2 which is given in this section. First we 
prove a lemma. 
Lemma 1. If O<Re s< 1 and J arg yJ <n/2, then 
00 e-xy- 1 F(s) f xs-1 dx=y1-s __ . 
o X S-1 
(4.1) 
Proof. For positive values of y (4.1) follows immediately by calcula-
tion. Since the integral in (4.1) is absolutely convergent and analytic in 
y if O<Re s< 1 and J arg yJ .;;;;nj2, (4.1) also holds for O<Re s< 1 and 
/ arg yJ .;;;;nj2. 
Theorem 4. If h(z) E H2 and O.;;;;cp.;;;;n, then h(re•'P) E 22(0<r<oo) 
and the M 2-transform of h(reirp) exists. Further m(s) defined by 
a 
(4.2) m(s)=e•'P•l.i.m. f h(re1'P) rs-1 dr 
a~oo 1/a 
(l.i.m. in 2 2(!-i oo, t+i oo)), is independent of cp if O.;;;;cp<n and 
(4.3) m(s) exp tn (Jim sJ +Im s) E 2 2 (t-ioo, t+ioo). 
Conversely, if m(s) is defined on Re s=t and (4.3) holds, then the M-2-
transform of m(s)e-irps exists if O.;;;;cp.;;;;n. Denoting this transform by h(re•'P) 
(O<r<oo), then we have h(reirp) E 22(0<r<oo) and h(z) E H2. Further 
if Im z> 0, then 
(4.4) 1 lHoo h(z) = -2 . f m(s) z-s ds, n~ l-ioo 
while for real values of x 
1 !+iT 
( 4.5) h(x) = l.i.m. -2 . J m (s) x-s ds. 
T--.oo n~ l-iT 
where x-8 = JxJ-s e-nis if x<O. 
Proof. Suppose h(z) E H2. According to theorem B, there exists a 
function f(x) E 22(0, oo) such that h(z) is the F2-transform of this function. 
So 
(4.6) d 1 oo eiXZ -1 h(z) = - - J f(x) . dx dz ~ 0 ~x 
for Im z > 0 and also for almost all real values of z. 
According to theorem C, f(x) possesses an M 2-transform 
<t>(s) E 2 2(!-i oo, t+i oo). 
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If 0 < arg z < n, we further have in view of lemma 1: 
(4. 7) 
\the M2-transform of (eizx_1)jix=i(-iz)l-sT(s)j(l-s), 
, where 
( ( -iz)l-s= lzll-s exp i (arg z-!n) (1-s). 
This transform again belongs to £'2(!-i oo, !+i oo). 
Now to the integral in (4.6) we may apply theorem C: (1.12). Then 
we obtain for r > 0, 0 < T < n, and also forT= 0 or nand almost all positive r 
d 1 1 Hioo ds h(rei'~') =e-i'l'--= -. f iT(s) ei(<p-!nl(l-sl W(l-s) rl-s --. 
dr V2n 2m t-ioo 1-s 
(4.8) 
From the formula of Stirling we deduce 
(4.9) T(s)=O (exp -!n llmsl) as lsi~= on Re s=t. 
So. because W(s) E £'2(!-i oo, l+i oo), we have 
(4.10) T(s) ei(<p-(!nl)(l-s) W(1-s) E £'2 (!-ioo, !+ioo), 
if O.;;;g:.;;;n. Consequently, by theorem C the M-2-transform of 
(4.11) '1 T(s)ei(tn-<p)s W(l-s)=m(s)e-i'l'• 
V2n 
exists and belongs to £'2(0<r<oo). In view of (4.8) this transform is 
equal to h(rei'~'). This implies h(rei'~') E £'2(0<r<oo) and (4.2). Using (4.10) 
with f/!=0 and f{J=n and (4.11) we obtain (4.3). 
Conversely, suppose now that m(s) is defined for Res= t and suppose 
(4.3) holds. Then 
(·!.12) m(s)e-i'l's E £'2(!-i oo, !+i oo) 
if O<T<n. Hence the M-2-transform of m(s)e-i<ps exists if O<T<n. 
Denoting this transform by h(rei'~') we have h(rei'~') E £'2(0<r<oo) and 
!-U3) . . 1 HiT . h(re''~') = l.I.m. -. J m(s) (re''~')-• ds 
T-+oo 2nt !-iT 
for r > 0, 0 < T < n (theorem C). Further for almost all positive values 
of r and O<f{J<n 
(4.14) . d e-i<p l+ioo . ds h(rew) =- -. J m(s) (re"~') 1 -• --. 
dr 2nt i-ioo 1-8 
However, from (4.3) it follows that m(s)e-i'l's E 2(!-i oo, !+i oo) if 
O<q:<n. So if O<arg z<n, then the integral in (4.4) is uniformly conver-
gent on lzl;::?.s > 0 (.s arbitrary positive, arg z fixed). Therefore the right-
hand side of (4.14) exists if r>O, O<f{J<n and it can be calculated by 
reYersing the order of differentiation and integration. Hence ( 4.14) also 
holds if r>O, O<T<n and (4.4) holds if Imz>O. Further (4.5) is clear. 
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In order to prove that h(z) E H2 we again introduce tP(s) but now by 
means of (4.11). Then (4.8) follows from (4.14) for r>O, O<cp<n and 
also for almost all positive values of r. 
The formula of Stirling implies 
F(s)-1 =0 (exp !n I Im sl) as lsi -+ oo on the line Res= t· 
Combining this relation with (4.11) and (4.3) we see that 
tP(s) E £"2(!-i oo, !+i oo). 
According to theorem C now tP(s) possesses an M-2-transform 
f(x) E £"2 (0, oo). 
Using further (4.7) and the formula of Parseval (1.12), we obtain (4.6) 
from ( 4. 8) for Im z > 0 and also for almost all real values of z. From this 
and theorem B it follows that h(z) E H2. 
(To be continued) 
